
From: "PMBLANCH@aol.com" ("PMBLANCH@AOL.COM") 
To: JAZWOL@aol.com, 
Date: Sunday, October 1, 1995 7:35 pm 
Subject: MORE DIRTY TRICKS (SMTP Id#: 56506) 

John: 
More of NU Dirty Tricks to divert attention from the true issues. I believe 
this to be false information intentionally put out by NU to harass, discredit 
and otherwise intimindate individuals identifying safety concerns. Maybe the 
next meeting, according to NU, will be sponsored by a group of pedifiles from 
Vermont and co-sponsored by the Klan and call themselves "We the Children".  

NU has put this information out knowing it to be false.  

** UPDATE ** 
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Please post in a prominent place.  

NU share price: 24 3/8, unchanged 

NU forecasted load: Today's peak = 4,394 MW (31% of NEPEX load).  
NU actual load: Thursday, 9/28 peak = 4,499 MW (preliminary).  

All-time peaks: Summer Winter 
NU 6,339 MW (7/21/94) 6,261 MW (1/19/94) 

NEPEX 20,519 MW (7/21/94) 19,722 MW (1/4/89) 

1. A meeting called by the Massachusetts-based antinuclear 
group 'We The People' to address recent allegations of 
unsafe conditions at Millstone Station was confirmed as a 
one-sided lecture when NU employees were prevented from 
speaking in Millstone's defense. The agenda included 
speeches from the 'We The People' attorney and two former 
NU employees. Most of those attending the meeting were 
from outside the area and clearly opposed not only to 
Millstone but also to nuclear power in general. One NU 
employee, Kevin McBrien, a senior scientist, was 
physically urged to sit down and not speak when he 
attempted to ask the audience to talk to others who work 
at the plant to get a differing opinion. NU employees 
stayed after the meeting and spoke to concerned citizens 
in an informal setting to get their opinions across. "Many 
of the people were more than willing to listen to our side 
of the story if they are given the chance," said McBrien.  
TieLine, 9/29.  

2. The Connecticut DPUC is expected to issue a draft decision 
today on utility executives' pay in a case opened last 
winter by State Attorney General Richard Blumenthal. He 
asked the DPUC to ban utilities from including in rate 
calculations such costs as chauffeured cars, country club 
dues and big bonuses. He claimed they are unreasonable 
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costs to pass onto customers. While he did not define 
what constitutes exorbitant perks, he strongly criticized 
nearly every Connecticut utility and cited examples of 
what he considered excessive pay and benefits.  
Connecticut Post, 9/27, p. 1.  

SAVE COMPUTER SPACE--DELETE AFTER READING.  
Update summarizes news about Northeast Utilities, the electric 
utility industry and related matters. It is produced daily by 
NU's Corporate Communications Department for employees of the 
NU system. Update is available on videotex (VTX) through the 
All-in-1 system on the VAX.  
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